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Abstract

Despite investigators efforts, and the inception of trial registra-
tion, the concern that the study outcomes included in a meta-analysis
may not be representative of the population often remains. This is
because outcome reporting bias, commonly referred to as publica-
tion bias, results in a biased evidence base. Modelling this bias using
weight functions has received considerable attention in the literature
but has hitherto been difficult to implement in practice. Problems
have also been identified with using weight functions in an entirely
estimation based context. In order to overcome these difficulties, the
ABSORB computer program, which performs sensitivity analyses us-
ing weight functions and the conventional random effects model for
meta-analysis, has been developed. This is implemented in the freely
available R programming language. The only additional program-
ming required by the advanced user is to code the weight function.
Three established weight functions for more general use are provided.
ABSORB performs an entire sensitivity analysis based on the user
specified weight function and provides both numerical and graphical
output to aid interpretation when assessing the potential impact of
outcome reporting bias.

Keywords: Meta-analysis, publication bias, sensitivity analysis, statistical

software.
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1 Introduction

Meta-analysis and evidence synthesis have fundamental roles in evidence

based medicine. The standard methods assume that the data are repre-

sentative of all studies that have been performed but this may not be true.

This is because outcome reporting bias, more commonly referred to as pub-

lication bias [1, 2], may be present. If this has occurred then typically the

concern is that outcomes providing weaker evidence that the treatment is

effective are suppressed and hence the effectiveness of the treatment is over-

estimated. The term ‘outcome reporting bias’ is used here because it is

recognised that studies can be published where the particular outcome re-

quired for the meta-analysis is not reported and therefore cannot be included

in the meta-analysis.

Common methods for detecting outcome reporting bias involve some form

of funnel plot, which may be assessed informally or using regression [3, 4].

Plots such as these, coupled with the investigators’ knowledge of the subject

area, may result in the concern that outcome reporting bias is present. We

assume here that, for whatever reason, there is the suspicion that outcome

reporting bias may be present.

Various methods have been suggested for modelling publication and re-

lated biases in meta-analysis. In particular, weight functions are an estab-

lished approach [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. First we assume a model for the studies’

outcomes before selection. We then further posit a parametric model for the

selection process, which results in the outcomes either being ‘published’, ie

present in the meta-analysis, or ‘unpublished’. Although weight functions
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are a natural way to model publication bias, their application is fraught with

difficulties in practice. First of all, since the distribution of the outcomes fol-

low non-standard distributions which typically contain integrals that cannot

be evaluated analytically, the likelihood of the data cannot be written down

in closed form in a way amenable to standard algorithms and computing

packages. This has prevented practitioners adopting this kind of approach

to assessing and quantifying the bias. A second difficulty is identifying pa-

rameters that describe the form of the bias. These are very poorly estimated

[9, 10] and they have very drastic implications for the other estimates, such as

the treatment effect. Similar observations have been made in the context of

using selection models in the missing data literature [11]. Hence we advocate

a sensitivity approach as previously recommended [9, 10, 12].

Alternative methods have been proposed but these are not without their

problems. Trim and Fill [13] is easily implemented but makes very strong

symmetry assumptions and does not allow for the uncertainty in the imputed

outcomes, or indeed the number of these. Copas’ selection selection model

[10] usually performs well, and an S-plus program is in place to implement

this [14], but this method encounters problems in some datasets [15].

The contribution of this paper is to introduce the ABSORB computer

program, which is implemented in the R programming language, and allows

the user to specify the form of their weight function and automatically pro-

duce a sensitivity analysis under the assumption that the standard random

effects model applies to the population of outcomes. This allows a much

greater degree of flexibility than has hitherto been possible and facilitates

the routine use of weight functions to assess outcome reporting bias. The
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rest of the paper is set out as follows. In section 2 the use of weight func-

tions to model biases in meta-analysis is briefly explained and in section 3

the ABSORB program and the methods it uses are described in detail. In

section 4 results from ABSORB for a familiar example are presented and the

article concludes with a brief discussion in section 5.

2 Using weight functions to model publica-

tion bias

We assume the conventional random effects model [16, 17] for the studies’

outcomes before selection. The methods are therefore widely applicable,

because this is most common model in applications. Denoting these by Yi,

i = 1, 2, · · ·n, we assume Yi|σ2
i ∼ N(μ, σ2

i + τ 2), where μ denotes the overall

or average treatment effect and τ 2 denotes the between-study variance. The

σ2
i are estimated in practice but assumed known and are conditioned on in

application, a suitable approximation provided the studies are large enough.

We further assume that the outcomes are independent.

We will denote the weight function by P (published|yi, σ
2
i ) = p(yi, σ

2
i ).

This emphasises that the probability of publication can depend on both the

studies’ outcomes and their precisions but we make the, perhaps strong,

assumption that these alone affects the outcomes’ probabilities of publication.

Since the studies present in the meta-analysis are published, they follow the

distribution Yi|(published, σ2
i ), which can be obtained from the assumed form

of the weight function as

f(yi|published, σ2
i ) =

f(yi|σ2
i )P (published|yi, σ

2
i )

∞∫
−∞

f(yi|σ2
i )P (published|yi, σ

2
i )dyi
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which, from the random effects model for Yi|σ2
i and the weight function as

expressed above, gives

f(yi|published, σ2
i ) =

φ(yi/
√

σ2
i + τ 2)p(yi, σ

2
i )

∞∫
−∞

φ(yi/
√

σ2
i + τ 2)p(yi, σ2

i )dyi

(1)

where φ(·) denotes the standard normal density function. The integrals in

the denominator of (1) are evaluated numerically if necessary.

3 The ABSORB program

I have developed the program ABSORB, for Assessing Bias using Sensitivity-

analysis for Outcome Reporting Biases, which facilitates the routine use

of weight functions to model publication bias in the context of standard

meta-analysis data. Here the user defines the type of weight function that

they would like to consider and with a single command produce a sensitivity

analysis.

3.1 Dealing with the uncertainty in the between-study
variance

When applying the random effects model in practice, it is conventional to

use the estimated between-study variance τ̂ 2 as if it were the true value

when pooling the studies’ outcomes and making inferences about the overall

treatment effect μ. This is justified as a suitable approximation under the

random effects model because the scale parameter of a location-scale model

may be approximated by a consistent estimate when making inferences about

the location. This is not so when the studies’ outcomes are subjected to

a selection process because μ and τ 2 do not retain their interpretation as
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location and scale parameters. Hence uncertainty in τ 2 is not ignored by

ABSORB unless τ̂ 2 = 0. This adopts the convention of collapsing the random

effects model to a fixed effects model when τ̂ 2 = 0. Since τ 2 is consistently

estimated, asymptotically this provides a suitable approximation because

only if a fixed effects model truly applies do we have τ̂ 2 → 0, and we can safely

assume the between-study variance away when making inferences about the

treatment effect.

3.2 Applying the ABSORB function in practice

We require the user to specify their weight function in terms of two param-

eters, which are referred to as the ‘family member’ parameter, which we

denote by γ, and the ‘severity of the bias’ parameter, which we denote by β,

where β ≥ 0. Hence we write the weight function in (1) as p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, β). In

order to provide interpretable results, a further requirement that we make is

that if β = 0 then the weight function is unity, ie p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) = 1, Hence

from (1) the random effects model applies if β = 0 and there is no outcome

reporting bias. More generally, if p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) is a function of σ2

i , but not

yi, then there is no bias. In particular, if p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) = c, where c is any

constant, then β = 0 implies no bias; as previously noted the weight function

need only be specified within a constant of proportionality [5, 12]. However

we take p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) = 1 so that the no bias model provides the largest

probability allowable and hence the smallest number of missing outcomes as

explained below.

As advocated by Jackson [12], we assume that as β increases so does, in

some sense, the severity of the bias. Hence we make the requirement that
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β is easily interpretable but we are flexible regarding the precise manner in

which it models bias.

3.3 Three example weight functions for use with AB-
SORB

In order to make the ideas concrete, and provide a rich array of weight

functions for sensitivity analyses in practice, we will define three possibilities.

These are simplified versions of those used by Bowden et al. [18]. We assume

here that negative estimates of effect show a positive effect and are more likely

to be published, as is the case in the common scenario where the outcomes

are log odds ratios where the event of interest is death. This issue is returned

to in the discussion.

3.3.1 Weight function 1

We assume that p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, β) = 1 if yi < γ and p(yi, σ

2
i ; γ, β) = 1 − β

otherwise. Outcomes that fail to meet some magnitude threshold γ are less

likely to be published than other outcomes. This weight function may be

coded in R as

wf=function (x, sigma2, beta, family)

{

r=sign(x-family)

power=0.5*(r^r+1)

(1-beta)^power

}
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3.3.2 Weight function 2

We assume that p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, β) = 1 if yi < γσi and p(yi, σ

2
i ; γ, β) = 1 − β

otherwise. Outcomes that fail to meet some threshold in terms of their one-

sided statistical significance, determined by γ, are less likely to be published

than other outcomes. This weight function may be coded in R by replacing

the line

r=sign(x-family)

with

r=sign(x-family * sigma2^0.5)

in the code given above for weight function 1.

3.3.3 Weight function 3

We assume that p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, β) = exp(−β(Φ(yi/σi))

γ), where γ > 0 and Φ(·)
denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function. As β increases

from zero, studies which achieve smaller one-sided p-values, Φ(yi/σi), become

increasingly less likely to be published than those with more significant find-

ings. Unlike weight function 2, here the probability of publication varies

continuously over the range of statistical significance, rather than depend-

ing solely on a particular threshold or significance level. The parameter γ

determines how sharply the relative probability of publication drops for less

significant results compared to those with more significant findings. This

weight function can be coded as

wf=function (x, sigma2, beta, family)
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{

pval=pnorm(x/((sigma2)^0.5))

exp(-beta*pval^family)

}

3.3.4 Other weight functions

The user is free to code any weight function that they would like to consider

in their sensitivity analysis, subject to the above requirements. The only

potential complication is that the weight function must be coded so that it

accepts vector values and returns a vector whose entries are the evaluated

weight function values because this is required by R’s integrate command

which is called by ABSORB. For two of our weight functions, the necessary

integrals can be evaluated analytically but all quantities are obtained numer-

ically by ABSORB so that it is completely generic and can be used with any

weight function, subject to the requirements stated above.

The user must define their weight function using the program name wf

because this is the function that ABSORB calls when evaluating the weight

function. This must be specified in terms of the variables x (the outcome),

the within-study variance (sigma2), the bias (beta) and family (family) pa-

rameters, as shown in the code for the three illustrative weight functions

above. ABSORB also calls the functions likelihood and denominators.

3.4 Other arguments that can be passed to ABSORB

The ABSORB function has four variables that must be given by the user

and, with the defaults for the others, and is called as ASBORB(ys, sigma2s,

maxbeta, family). The variables ys and sigma2s are vectors containing the
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outcomes and within-study variances, and so pass the data to ABSORB. The

variable maxbeta is the maximum value of β that the user wishes to consider;

ABSORB will automatically consider a range of values of β from zero up to

the maximum value specified. The variable family is a vector of length 2,

which provides the range of values for the family member parameter γ that

the user wishes to investigate.

3.5 The output provided by ABSORB

A standard DerSimonian and Laird [16] random effects meta-analysis is ini-

tially performed and then the data are re-analysed using maximum likeli-

hood. The log-likelihood is the sum of the logarithm of terms given by (1),

subject to the constraint that β = 0, and this is maximised using the the

DerSimonian and Laird estimates as starting values. This maximisation is

performed in terms of μ and log (τ 2). Numerical difficulties were occasionally

encountered with some weight functions when integrating over the whole real

line in the denominator of (1), as an integral was sometimes thought incor-

rectly not to converge, so these integrations were performed over the intervals

containing points within 6 standard deviations of the mean, ie the intervals

(μ − 6
√

σ2
i + τ 2, μ + 6

√
σ2

i + τ 2).

The standard errors of μ̂ from all likelihood based analyses are obtained

from the observed information matrix. If τ̂ 2 is determined to be zero (less

than 0.005 is the default) then uncertainty in τ 2 is ignored as explained above

and the second derivative with resect to μ alone is inverted to provide stan-

dard errors of μ̂, but otherwise the inverse of the entire observed information

matrix, parameterised in terms of μ and log(τ 2), is used. The fdHess com-
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mand, which is part of the nlme package, was found to be a reliable method

for evaluating the Hessian, so this package is required.

The ABSORB function then uses these maximum likelihood estimates to

provide starting values for a further maximum likelihood analysis with γ set

to the minimum value specified by the user and a small value of β. The

resulting estimates are then used as starting values in another analysis with

a slightly larger value of β and so on until the maximum β specified by the

user is reached. The default is that 10 equally spaced steps between zero and

the maximum are used. In addition to showing the results graphically, all

likelihood based estimates μ̂ and τ̂ 2 and the standard errors of μ̂ are stored

by the program and returned to the user.

This process is then repeated for three other values of γ: the maximum

value specified by the range given by the user and two values equally spaced

between the two extremes. In order to interpret the various models, the

weight function can roughly be converted to the number of unpublished out-

comes using the formula provided by Bowden et al. [18]

N =

n∑

i=1

1

p(yi, σ2
i ; γ, β)

− n. (2)

Equation (2) sums the expected number of unpublished outcomes corre-

sponding to those published. The form of equation (2) shows why we have

taken p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) = 1, rather than p(yi, σ

2
i ; γ, 0) = c for some other c, to

indicate no bias. If c < 1 were used, more unpublished outcomes would

be implied by any weight function that is proportional to the corresponding

weight function with p(yi, σ
2
i ; γ, 0) = 1 and hence this approach provides a

minimum number of unpublished study outcomes as explained by Bowden
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et al. [18].

Jackson [12] showed how the derivatives of estimates with respect to β

at the origin provide insight and evaluated these analytically when focussing

on the between-study variance τ 2. Here the derivatives dμ̂/dβ are evaluated

numerically at β = 0 as five times the difference between the maximum like-

lihood estimate of μ at β = 0.2 and the maximum likelihood estimate under

the random effects model, β = 0. This rather large default difference of 0.2

when computing this derivative is often desirable as smaller differences can

provide misleading numerical derivatives due to numerical error. The gradi-

ents are only approximate, but give an indication of how sensitive inferences

are across the whole range of γ. Finally, dμ̂/dN , where N is obtained from

(2), is obtained as (dμ̂/dβ)/(dN/dβ), where dμ̂/dβ is obtained as described

above and dN/dβ is calculated numerically using a much smaller default

difference of 0.01.

In addition to the graphical output shown in the next section, ABSORB

also returns seven variables. DL is the DerSimonian and Laird estimate

of treatment effect and its standard error. The variables estimates, standard

errors and tau2ests are 4 by (resolution+1) matrices containing the estimates

of treatment effect, its standard errors and the estimates of τ 2 from the

sensitivity analysis. The rows correspond to the four values of the family

parameters used, in ascending order, and the columns correspond to the bias

parameters. The variables gradbeta and gradN are the gradients calculated to

produce the gradient plots. Finally, beta and family are the values of β used

in the sensitivity analysis, and the γ values used when drawing the gradient

plots, respectively.
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3.6 Default variables

The ABSORB program has a number of default values which may be changed

by the user: relStep, resolution, diff, diffN, round, and seed. The variable

relStep is the relative step size used in the finite differences by the fdHess

command and is defined in terms of multiples of the DerSimonian and Laird

standard error for the treatment effect. Its default value is 1, so that the

relative step sizes used to obtain information matrices are around a standard

error of the treatment effect. This is a relatively large value to those typically

used in conjunction with fdHess but ensures that any numerical error when

evaluating the likelihood numerically is small compared to the differences in

the function values used to obtain derivatives.

The variable resolution refers to the number of steps along horizontal axes

used when plotting the points from the sensitivity analyses and its default is

10. The variables diff and diffN are the differences used to obtain derivatives

as described above, and have default values of 0.2 and 0.01. The variable

round is the point where estimates of the logarithm of τ 2 are considered to

be zero when determining whether to collapse to a fixed effects model when

obtaining standard errors for μ. Its default is log(0.005).

Finally, despite all the care in choosing appropriate values when perform-

ing the numerical methods, difficulties can occur. Hence, before performing

any numerical maximisation, rather than using the initial values as described

for clarity of exposition above, a small random normal perturbation along

the μ axis is added to the starting value before performing every numeri-

cal maximisation, where this perturbation has standard deviation equal to

one twentieth of the DerSimonian and Laird standard deviation. In order
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to check that the numerical methods have been successful, we suggest that

the ABSORB function is run with alternative values of the seed variable,

whose default value is 1. R’s random seed is set to seed prior to simulating

any random perturbations, and if different perturbations provide the same

results then the user may be confident that the numerical methods have been

successful.

4 Application

In order to illustrate how ABSORB may be used in practice, we will use

the data in Table 1, taken from Copas and Jackson [7], the results of 14

randomized clinical trials concerning the use of prophylactic corticosteroids

in cases of premature birth. Briefly, if a birth is anticipated to be premature,

the treatment is administered to the mother in order to improve the chance

of the infant’s survival. We summarize the results of these trials in Table

1, giving yi, the estimated log-odds ratio, and the within-study variances,

σ2
i . A negative log-odds ratio indicates that the treatment is beneficial. We

also show the ‘test statistics’, yi/σi, in table 1. As explained by Copas and

Jackson [7], there is the concern that publication bias may be present and

they performed a sensitivity analysis using their bound and their ‘worst case

weight function’.

In order to perform a sensitivity analysis using less extreme weight func-

tions, all three types of weight functions described in section 3.3 will be used.

The first type was used with maximum β = 0.9 and γ in the range (−1.6, 0).

This range of γ ensures that at least one study is in each of the ‘more likely

to be published’ and ‘less likely to be published’ categories . If all studies
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Table 1: The corticosteroids data.
Study yi σ2

i yi/σi

1 -1.55 0.41 -2.43
2 -1.49 0.87 -1.59
3 -1.33 0.34 -2.27
4 -0.35 0.14 -0.95
5 -0.19 0.26 -0.38
6 -0.43 0.28 -0.81
7 -0.61 0.22 -1.29
8 -0.97 0.46 -1.44
9 -1.64 0.83 -1.80
10 -1.19 2.78 -0.71
11 -0.28 0.46 -0.41
12 0.03 0.25 0.06
13 -0.06 0.07 -0.23
14 -0.54 0.05 -2.41

are in just one of these categories then weight functions types 1 and 2 sim-

ply provide the same inferences as the random effects model. With the bias

parameter set to a maximum of β = 0.9, less encouraging results only have

a probability of 0.1 of being published.

Having defined wf using the first set of illustrative code in section 3.3, the

command ABSORB(ys, sigma2s, betamax=0.9,family=c(-1.6,0)) performs

the sensitivity analysis, where ys and sigma2s are vectors containing the

data, and the results are shown in figure 1. ABSORB shows the results of the

sensitivity analyses for the four values of γ as described above in the plots in

the first two rows. Here 95% intervals are shown using the estimates μ̂, their

standard errors and the usual normal approximations. The DerSimonian

and Laird estimate and interval are shown with solid points and a line at

β = 0 and show that these and the maximum likelihood inferences are in

agreement under the random effects model, both of which collapse to a fixed
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effects model.

The weight function is converted to the number of unpublished results for

four values of β using (2) and these are shown at the top of the plots to aid

interpretation. The derivatives of μ̂ with respect to β and N are also shown,

over the entire range of the family values specified when calling ABSORB, in

the third and final row. These derivatives are not continuous because as the

family value changes there are step changes in weight functions of types 1 and

2. Hence these plots, which are produced by plotting the gradients over 11

points and connecting these with lines, can only attempt to to an indication

of the magnitudes of the gradients for these kinds of weight functions.

From the first two rows of figure 1 we see that the null hypothesis H0 : μ =

0 is only brought into question γ lies in the middle of the data and β is around

0.9. The robustness of the inference of a treatment effect is confirmed from

the gradient plots. The first of these shows that the family value γ = −0.53

is one of the most sensitive models and even this needs a very large β ≈ 0.9,

which corresponds to around 54 unpublished outcomes, to threaten the null.

Unless the family parameter γ ≈ 0, the second derivative plot further shows

that a few additional outcomes can only increase the treatment effect by

around 0.02 to 0.03 per outcome.

In order to perform a sensitivity analysis using the second type of weight

function, the definition of wf was redefined as described in section 3.2 and

ABSORB(ys, sigma2s, betamax=0.9, family=c(-2.4,0)) was called. The re-

sults are shown in figure 2 and similar conclusions are obtained to those using

the first type of weight function.

Finally a continuous weight function was considered using the third type
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of weight function by redefining wf again and calling ABSORB(ys, sigma2s,

betamax=6, family=c(0.5,1.5)); γ = 1 has been a common choice and a range

of possibilities around this was desired. For γ = 1 and β = 6, the probability

of publishing a ‘null outcome’ (one with a p-value of 0.5, and therefore an

effect of 0) is only around 0.05 so β = 6 can be interpreted as a very large

bias parameter. The results are shown in figure 3 which again show that the

inference that there is a treatment effect is robust to the possibility of bias,

because for each γ shown we require β ≈ 3 to threaten the null hypothesis.

For γ = 1 for example, β = 3 means that a ‘null outcome’ only has a

probability of 0.22 of being published and the probability of publishing any

studies with outcomes that indicate the treatment is harmful quickly decays.

For γ = 1.5 relatively few studies appear to correspond to a model which

provides a confidence interval that includes the null but we emphasise that

this is a rough guide and because so many of the outcomes in this sample are

statistically significant, these outcomes are very likely to be published under

this model. Hence the number of unpublished studies corresponding to those

that have been observed is necessarily small. The simplistic nature of the

calculation of N should be borne in mind when considering this quantity.

It is also interesting to note that, for this weight function, as β becomes

larger the random effects model no longer collapses to a fixed effects model

and the confidence intervals widen when this occurs. Publication bias also

has implications for estimates of between-study variance [12, 19] and this is

emphasised by this example.

To summarise, figures 1, 2 and 3 suggest that quite severe bias is needed

to call the null hypothesis of no treatment effect into question. In partic-
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ular, more unpublished results are needed than in the worst case scenario

considered by Copas and Jackson [7]. Smaller degrees of bias and numbers

of unpublished outcomes are needed to bring the clinical significance of the

treatment into question but the results shown can be used to assess all the

various questions the investigator may have about the impact of outcome

reporting bias.

5 Discussion

The aim of ABSORB is to overcome the practical difficulties encountered

when using weight functions to model outcome reporting bias and to facilitate

their routine use. It is hoped that this program will prove useful for those

concerned that this type of bias may be present and wish to assess this

quantitatively. The weight functions provided can easily be amended to

correspond to analogous weight functions where positive outcomes indicate

a positive treatment effect and are more publishable. Alternatively the user

could change the signs of their estimates, use the weight functions provided,

and obtain the results from the sensitivity analysis by symmetry.

Other types of bias are also possible in meta-analysis, for example those

due to the methodological quality of studies and the populations they sam-

ple. ABSORB makes no attempt to address these other biases. A further

limitation is that only one bias parameter is permitted and a family param-

eter is required. This places some restrictions on what may be used for the

weight function but a wide variety forms of this function can be handled.

ABSORB provides no assistance with the problem of assessing whether bias

may be present, or the degree of this, from evidence such as the funnel plot
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Figure 1: Sensitivity analysis for the corticosteroids data. Output using
the first type of weight function and ABSORB(ys, sigma2s, betamax=0.9,
family=c(-1.6,0)). The rough conversion to the number of unpublished stud-
ies is shown at the top of the first four plots.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity analysis for the corticosteroids data. Output using
the second type of weight function and ABSORB(ys, sigma2s, betamax=0.9,
family=c(-2.4,0)). The rough conversion to the number of unpublished stud-
ies is shown at the top of the first four plots.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity analysis for the corticosteroids data. Output using
the third type of weight function and ABSORB(ys, sigma2s, betamax=6,
family=c(0.5,1.5)). The rough conversion to the number of unpublished
studies is shown at the top of the first four plots.
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or the investigators’ subject area knowledge. ABSORB must be used with

other methods and is an addition to the armory, rather than the solution to,

the problems publication bias presents for meta-analysis. In particular, it is

a poor substitute to finding all the outcomes, but is potentially useful if this

is not feasible.

The use of weight functions is fairly computationally intensive, and a

few minutes is needed for ABSORB to produce its output for typical meta-

analyses, but compared to the time taken to search for trials and outcomes

it may be regarded as fast. Every effort has been made to make the program

as efficient as possible and yet ensure that it performs well. For example,

the program could be made faster by using quasi-Newton maximisation al-

gorithms but the slower Nelder-Mead has been preferred because it is more

robust.

The R code for the ABSORB program is available at

http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/Software/download.html#RPackages.
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